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Looking for Off Ramps 

Todd Asset Management International Market Review and Quarterly Chart Pack 

 

 Q2 
2022   YTD 1 Year 3 Year* 5 Year* 7 Year* 10 Year* 

MSCI ACWI ex-US Index (Net) -13.7% -18.4% -19.4% 1.4% 2.5% 2.9% 4.8% 

MSCI ACWI ex-US Value Index (Net) -11.9% -11.8% -12.8% 0.6% 1.2% 1.7% 3.8% 

MSCI ACWI Index (Net -15.7% -20.2% -15.8% 6.2% 7.0% 7.0% 8.8% 
* Annualized Total Returns.   
 

 International Markets weakened in the quarter, though they outperformed the US S&P 500.  War-related 

inflation, Central Banks being behind the curve, and zero-Covid policies impacted various regional 

outlooks.  Our sense is there may be “off-ramps” developing for these problems that could play out over 

the second half. The most apparent of these off-ramps is in China, where the government is aggressively 

stimulating and signaling their pivot from regulation to support for better economic growth in the second 

half, as illustrated by the chart below.   

 

                           Source: Goldman Sachs              
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Points from the quarter: 

• The US, UK, Canada, and Latin America are “fixing” policy mistakes to address an inflation problem 

through higher rates and quantitative tightening. Europe is seeking to raise rates without 

peripheral spreads widening.  Japan is not backing down from low rates.  China is easing.    As a 

result, the dollar is very strong, and the Euro and Yen are weaker. 

• The developed market economic outlook is weakening, though fears of severe recession seem 

overblown.  The war dragging on and energy availability/inflation are weighing on the European 

outlook.  China is stimulating and should see an acceleration. China is also trying to ease away 

from zero-Covid related lockdowns. 

• Emerging Markets and Value indices have outperformed in the first half.  Developed Markets and 

the US have been the worst performers.  ACWI ex-US outperformed the US for the second quarter 

and the first half of the year.   

• We believe six months from now investors should probably feel better about the inflation and 

economic outlook.  We need central banks to embrace that to get markets on better footing. 

Markets may not be finished declining yet, but our sense is that much of the damage has been done.  

International markets have declined significantly from their peak in June of last year, and strategists 

generally are not good at calling bottoms when they occur.  Meanwhile, some building blocks for “off-

ramps” to current problems could be developing.  The outlook for the Emerging Markets (China) may be 

brightening. Europe’s inflation concerns center on Energy and Food, which should be easing as prices 

recently retreated from peaks.  If natural gas supplies are completely shut off to Western Europe, things 

can get worse, but that is not our base case.  Sentiment is at or near record lows, and we believe a lot of 

bad news is recognized with the drawdowns that have occurred already.  If any off-ramps develop, 

markets could act better.  We are focused on our longer-term themes in our portfolios, and they are 

continuing to play out.   We also see the rotation to value stocks remains in place and would urge investors 

to position to benefit from that.  We believe that should aid our strategies as it continues. 
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Factors during Q2 

 

 

Our customary factor attribution for Q2 2022 is presented above. This chart measures the performance 

of the best 100 stocks versus the least attractive 100 stocks within the largest 500 international stocks in 

our database, ranked by factor over the past quarter.  Low Beta, value support, low debt and higher quality 

companies have been in favor.  Investors were distrustful of earnings measures and higher growth 

companies during the quarter.  As uncertainty has risen, investors have sought the comfort of low volatility 

and better valuation.  We find it somewhat surprising that investors did not seek out earnings stability 

and our multi-factor ranking during the quarter, but our disciplines have still performed well despite that.   

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Bloomberg, William O’Neill + Co. and Todd Asset Management 
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Charts We Are Showing Our Clients: 
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Summary 

Bear markets are difficult in ordinary times, like when an excess is clearly visible, and economies are 

working it off.  This bear market is more difficult than most as investors are anticipating a stagflation 

environment where a recession is accompanied by significantly tighter policies.  Inflation is running hot, 

which has most Developed Market central banks on edge and seeking to normalize rates.  We believe 

inflation could be peaking and could decline in the second half, which would lessen the urgency of those 

rate moves and could lead to some better sentiment for the markets.  For now, investors seem to be 

waiting to see if a recession develops or inflation remains high.  Bond markets have already done a lot of 

the heavy lifting for the central banks though and if off-ramps develop for the war-related inflation 

concerns, Central Bank anxiety, or zero-Covid shutdowns, markets could be in for a better second half.  

Until then, the pressure remains on stocks to prove they can work through the current issues.  We believe 

investors should make sure they are positioned in the new market leadership, which is the value stocks.  

Macro trends favor rates remaining higher post Covid, which has pressured the more expensive growth 

stocks and caused a cycle change.    When markets eventually recover, we believe the Value style should 

be the leadership for the next several years. 

 

As always, if you need any additional information, please feel free to contact any of us.  

Curt Scott, CFA 

Jack White, CFA 

Jack Holden CFA 

Shaun Siers, CFA 

7/15/22 
 
ACWI ex-US Index- 267, ACWI ex-US Value Index 147, ACWI Index 589 
Refer to the following page for more information on the commentary presented.  This is pertinent to this letter and should not 
be reproduced or duplicated without this disclosure. 
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Disclosure 
 
This publication has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered as 
investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy, or investment product.  Past 
performance does not provide any guarantee of future performance and should not rely on performance as 
an indication of future performance.  Commentary may contain subjective judgements and assumptions 
subject to change without notice.  There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as forecast.  
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but not guaranteed.  
No part of this publication can be reproduced in any form or referred to in any other publication without 
express written permission of Todd Asset Management LLC. © 2022 
 

The indexes used in this letter are unmanaged, and not available for direct investment. They do not include the 
reinvestment of dividends, nor do they reflect management fees or transaction costs. 
 
MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. (net) Index is a float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the combined 
equity market performance of developed and emerging market countries excluding the United States. The ACWI ex-U.S. 
includes both developed and emerging markets. For investors who benchmark their U.S. and international stocks 
separately, this index provides a way to monitor international exposure apart from U.S. investments.  The Net Index takes 
into account the impact of foreign tax withholdings on dividend income. 

MSCI ACWI (net) Index is a float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure the equity market 
performance of developed and emerging markets.   

The MSCI ACWI ex-U.S. Value (net) Index captures large and mid-cap securities exhibiting overall value style 
characteristics across 22 Developed and 26 Emerging Markets countries. The value investment style characteristics for 
index construction are defined using three variables: book value to price, 12-month forward earnings to price and dividend 
yield. 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form 
and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI 
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind 
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an indication 
or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” 
basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its 
affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or crediting any MSCI information 
(collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of 
originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) 
with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability 
for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other 
damages. (www.msci.com). 

 

The TAM International 500 consists of the largest 500 securities by market capitalization within the universe of 
securities we consider for investment. 

 

http://www.msci.com/

